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The group attending the 2017 PSAN Summer seminar on July 14, 2017, at Boelus, Nebraska. They helped
recover three stones originally placed by Robert Harvey in 1893 on the true meridian on the Howard/Sherman County line. The marker found here is the 12 mile stone North of the Buffalo County line on
the Mike Curlo family farm three-fourths of a mile south of Highway 92. See page 5 for the seminar in review.
Photo courtesy of Jerry Penry.
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President’s Letter
Greetings everyone,
It has been a very busy year for our association, and thanks to a number
of individuals, it has been a productive year.
[president
This year a number of our members attended the 2017 Nebraska GIS
photo]
Symposium, which was held in La Vista, NE on April 25 - 27, 2017. One of
those members being Joe Sather, who is currently serving as President of
the Nebraska GIS/LIS Association. In addition Erik Hubl, Chairman of the
PSAN GIS Committee, attended the conference. After the conference Erik
submitted a written report that I found to be thoughtful and inspiring. The
other members attending the conference were Matt Tinkham, Casey Sherlock and Jeremy Feusner. I want to thank these gentlemen for taking the time out of their
busy schedule to represent our association and profession at this conference.

The 2017 Summer Seminar was held at Boelus, NE on July 13 - 14, 2017, and was hosted by
Tim Aitken and Jerry Penry. This event was a huge success. There was a lot of work done
organizing and preparing for this seminar. I want to thank Tim, Jerry and Casey Sherlock for
their hard work and dedication. After the seminar Jerry prepared an excellent report describing the field activities, including photos. Below is link to Jerry's
seminar report. Please take a moment to read his report.
http://www.penryfamily.com/surveying/psan2017boelus.html
I hope you all are able to enjoy the remaining days of summer.
Sincerely,
Dan Martinez
PSAN President

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
Issue
Winter (printed copy)
Spring (pdf on website)
Summer (printed copy)
Fall (pdf on website)
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3RD ANNUAL
Send me your best land surveying related photo and you could have it on the front cover of the Winter
2018 The Nebraska Surveyor issue
Guidelines:
Must be a digital photo in a JPEG format
Must include your name & a short description of the photo
Must be taken in Nebraska
Must be a PSAN Member to be eligible
1st Place will have their photo on the front cover of the Winter 2018 newsletter
2nd & 3rd Place winners will have their photos appear inside of the Winter 2018 newsletter
All 3 top Place winners will have their photos displayed at the PSAN Winter Convention.
The photos will be sold at the auction to raise money for Scholarships.
Deadline: November 27, 2017
Send to: Editor Sandy Maillie at Lschroeder@cableone.net
PSAN reserves the right to print all the photos entered in The Nebraska Surveyor and/or post on the PSAN website (with appropriate credit).
Prize:
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2017 PSAN Summer Seminar in Review
The 2017 PSAN Summer Seminar was held on July 13-14, in Boelus, Nebraska. Here are some pictures of all the activities.
Text and photos are courtesy of Jerry Penry.
The 2017 summer seminar was a huge success with over 30 in attendance. On Thursday, July 13, the group toured the Howard
County Museum, the baseball museum, and
then gathered at the St. Paul cemetery to view
the gravesites of famed surveyors James N.
Paul, Nicholas J. Paul, and Robert Harvey.
The great-grandson of one of the Paul brothers, Butch Arterburn, gave a historical talk
about the Paul family. The evening meal was
then served at the Twin Loups restaurant in
St. Paul where an excellent reenactment
video was shown that portrayed the testimony
taken by Robert Harvey from several people
involving a disputed corner location.
Robert Harvey’s gravestone at the St. Paul cemetery that
was visited by the attendees on Thursday evening.

Friday morning, the group gathered
for breakfast at the Boelus Civic
Center. Tim Aitken and Jerry
Penry gave a slide show on the
lives of Robert Harvey, the Paul
brothers, the North brothers, and
several other surveyors key to that
area of the state. The attendees divided up into two groups to begin
the field activities to search for lost
corners along the Sherman/Howard
County line. This 24-mile line
should have been run as a straight
meridian during the original survey,
The group at Deer Creek, listening to Co-host Tim Aitken, describing
the different testimonies from landowners having a land dispute that
but the early monuments recovered
Robert Harvey documented.
by Harvey revealed that there were
many significant deflections along
the line. In 1893, Harvey began at the south end and ran his own true meridian the entire length and
placed marked stones every three miles along his line while also tying in the original monuments.
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One group endeavored to find the starting point, or 0-Mile monument, which
was the corner common to Sherman and
Howard counties along the north line of
Buffalo County. An old axel of unknown origin was recovered, however,
calculations by Casey Sherlock placed
the search area south of this location. As
shovels scraped away the soil, the outline of a large circular area of discoloration was found that was most likely the
bottom area of where Harvey had dug
his hole. The general conclusion was
that erosion, cattle, and the passage of
124 years had removed the limestone, tin
Group trying to find the 0-Mile monument placed by Robert Harcans, and lime cores that were being
vey in 1893.
sought.

The other group, working further north,
fared better during their search for Harvey’s
3-Mile monument. The calculated point
placed it more than 100 feet east of the traveled road in a field. A large track hoe
scraped away at the soil until the stone was
found 6’ deep. On the south face was the
number “3” and on the north face was the
letter “M”. Joining in on the search was
Mary Harvey from Chicago, the greatgranddaughter of Robert Harvey.

The group taking a reading at the 3-mile location after
finding the stone 6’ deep with a track hoe.
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(Continued from page 7)

The entire group searching for the stone at the 12-Mile location.

The two groups returned to the Civic
Center for lunch and then collectively
returned to the field to search for
Robert Harvey’s 12-Mile monument on
his meridian. This monument was calculated to be more than 250’ west of
the traveled road and in the trees of an
active farmyard. The family of this
land was excited to have the group on
their property and two of the children
had a lemonade stand set up to refresh
the group on the hot day. A very fortunate aspect of this search was having a
utility locate beforehand. A buried

power line crossed nearly exactly where Casey had calculated this monument’s position, so hand digging had to
first determine the location and depth of the line before
the backhoe could be used.
Initial efforts to find the monument were unsuccessful, so
an alternative location in the same area was staked out.
This location proved to be nearly right on and excitement
quickly filled the area with the recovery of the stone that
has the number “12” on the south face and the letter “M”
on the north face.

Harvey’s stone marking the 12-Mile location
- this is the South face.

Feeling confident, the group then went to
Harvey’s 9-Mile monument and searched
by hand digging for that monument, but
were unsuccessful.

The group starting the search at the 9-Mile location.
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Everyone then returned to the Civic Center for homemade pie
and ice cream. Individual photos were taken next to some of
Robert Harvey’s survey equipment to
reenact his famous pose from nearly a
century ago.

Robert Harvey’s equipment set up at
the Civic Center.
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One week after the seminar, on July 21,
a backhoe was brought to the 0 & 9
Mile sites for further excavation. Nothing was found at the 9-Mile site, but the
0-Mile stone was recovered several feet
deep and lying on its side northwest of
where it was supposed to be. The trail
road at this location has been built up,
so the stone was likely moved out of
position when the sides of the trail were
pushed up.

Stone found at the 0Mile location - the
starting point of the
line.
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The Land Surveyor’s Guide to the Supreme Court of Nebraska
Chapter 29 – Kinkead v Turgeon (1906)
Our next case unquestionably stands as one of the most momentous land rights decisions of any
kind in Nebraska history, but as we will see, the Court did not work it's way through this highly memorable battle and reach it's ultimate judicial destination without a struggle. Quite appropriately, the scene
of this epic conflict was an abandoned channel of the perpetually problematic Missouri River, and the
subject matter was navigability, the most fundamental of all riparian issues. Amazingly, the issue of
navigability still remained unresolved in Nebraska at this time, even after four full decades of statehood, during which several complex riparian cases came before the Court, it had never yet squarely
addressed the navigability status of the waters lying within or passing through the boundaries of Nebraska for purposes of title. In the prior riparian cases that we have reviewed, no private party had ever
expressly claimed ownership of a river bed, the issues had been limited to the ownership of land bordering various rivers, including islands, and had been focused upon the consequences of river movement, so no one had ever directly questioned the concept of governmental ownership of all river beds.
Thus only at this point was the Court finally required to determine whether or not Nebraska would assert fee title to, and ownership of, the land lying beneath all waters worthy of being deemed navigable.
The Court's decision on that elementary issue would obviously have an enormous impact upon innumerable land owners, present and future, and indeed upon all Nebraskans, since title navigability represents the presence of public rights and public control over or within otherwise private lands. Prior to
this time, most people simply assumed that all riverbeds and natural waterways of substance in Nebraska were owned by either the state or federal government, based upon their general knowledge that
water itself has always been treated as a fundamentally public element of nature. It was widely understood that governmental control over all open public waters was necessary, and that topic had already
been adjudicated in many cases focused upon the use of water itself for various purposes by this time,
yet few people, including even those who resided along major rivers, had given much serious thought
to the ownership of submerged land. It took a case in which occupation of a former river channel was
the central issue to bring the significance of riverbed ownership to the attention of the Court, and the
public as well, leading to the landmark decision we are about to review, in which the Court very astutely balanced the relative merits of public and private land interests. In reality, the recurring conflict
over who holds the right to control access to substantial bodies of water, by establishing title to river
and lake beds, was destined to become a major source of controversy nationwide, which would persist
throughout the dawning century and beyond.
1876 – Kinkead was the owner of a riparian tract of unspecified size, shape and location in Dakota County, which
prior to this time was evidently situated within an oxbow loop of the Missouri River that bulged to the north, and
Kinkead's tract adjoined a portion of the southerly river bank, presumably at or near the northerly end of the oxbow
peninsula. At this time, the river cut through the neck of the oxbow, forming an entirely new cutoff channel well to
the south of the Kinkead tract, and leaving the old oxbow channel to gradually dry out and merge with the surrounding properties. As the old channel became useful land, over the next several years, some portion of it was
presumably put to use by Kinkead as an extention of his farm, and his neighboring land owners very likely put
other portions of the abandoned riverbed to work in a similar manner, as pasture or cropland.
1877 to 1904 – The use of the abandoned river channel by the local land owners, in connection with their existing
properties abutting upon various portions of that channel, apparently continued uneventfully throughout this period
of time. There is no indication that either Nebraska or South Dakota ever asserted any claim of title to the abandoned channel, or sought to restrict or impede whatever uses were made of that area by any adjoining land owners.
(Continued on page 12)
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Summary of June 9, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting
(Subject to approval by the Board of Directors)

The PSAN Board of Directors Meeting on June 9, 2017, was a telephone conference call. Watch for a
summery of the minutes in the next issue of The Nebraska Surveyor.
The next meeting is planned for September 8, 2017.
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(Continued from page 10)
There is no indication that any surveys were ever done to delineate either the centerline of the former channel or
it's lateral boundaries, and the use of parts of the former riverbed for various private purposes evidently went on
without any controversy for many years, as the once submerged land gradually blended into the landscape with the
passing decades. At or near the end of this period however, a group of at least 3 people arrived on the scene, with
the intention of establishing a land claim in this area, and their attention became focused upon a portion of the dry
riverbed near Kinkead's home. Turgeon, Bray and Marsh were presumably homesteaders looking for any available
land, and the prospect of settling in the old riverbed, which they apparently believed to be public land, evidently
appeared to be an attractive option to them. How the newcomers knew where the limits of the former channel were
located is unknown, the banks of that channel may still have been visible on the ground, or there may have been a
resurvey of the GLO meander lines, indicating where the river had once flowed. These 3 men, presumably along
with their families, then evidently set up camps or homesteads in the former river channel adjacent to the Kinkead
farm, and took up residence there, over the objections of Kinkead, who viewed them as plain trespassers or squattors invading his land, but they evidently refused to depart, so he elected to file an ejectment action against them.

Kinkead argued that the meander lines along the former channel were not boundaries, and he
owned the portion of the former riverbed that was adjacent to his riparian tract in fee, to the center of
the extinct channel, so no public land existed in the location upon which the defendants had chosen to
settle, therefore he had the right to make full use of the area in dispute, and to demand that the trespassing defendants vacate the premises. Turgeon and his fellow settlers argued that the GLO meander lines
outlining the original location of the river were genuine boundaries, and Kinkead owned nothing on the
riverward side of his portion of that boundary, so he had no right to disturb their use of the area upon
which they had settled. The defendants further argued that the former riverbed was public land open to
settlement, because the Missouri River was known to be a navigable river, and no land comprising the
bed of any navigable river was ever surveyed or patented by the GLO, so the entire originally submerged area on the Nebraska side of the former channel, as defined by the meander lines, was either
owned by Nebraska or it was still part of the federally owned public domain. The trial court dismissed
the argument presented by Kinkead, agreeing with the defendants that the entire area between the GLO
meander lines was unsurveyed government land, which had never been conveyed to any private parties,
and which was therefore public property, so Kinkead had no right to force the defendants off the land
that they were occupying. When this case first came to the Court in 1905, the Court fully upheld the
lower court ruling against Kinkead, announcing that "When the government in it's survey runs meander
lines along the banks of a stream ... the bed thereunder would belong to the state", and thereby espousing the position that GLO meander lines represent conclusive evidence of navigability. Kinkead and his
legal team did not give up however, and they managed to persuade the Court to reconsider that decision
in 1906, with the lofty objective of obtaining a rare reversal by the Court of it's own prior ruling.
The audacity of Kinkead's position was remarkable, his argument was one that no Nebraskan had
ever thought or dared to make, but it's success was destined to make both he and his legal team legendary. The defendants on the other hand, although they were entirely correct about the navigability
status of the Missouri River, were victims of the widespread but entirely mistaken notion that all of the
lines which were surveyed and platted by the GLO represent boundaries. It was agreed by all of the litigants that avulsion had occurred in the contested location, so there was no contention over whether the
river channel in question had truly been abandoned by the river in a genuinely avulsive event, and all of
the evidence clearly supported that stipulation. To it's great credit, the Court reacted with promptness to
correct the erroneous statement made in 1905 relating to meander lines, when the Court was properly
informed of the true character and purpose of those lines, presumably by astute and trusted objective
advisers of the Court, who had observed the glaring mistake made in 1905. Upon being notified of the
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chaotic scenario that was likely to result from the Court's 1905 decision, which effectively invited
squattors to descend upon all abandoned riverbeds, plaguing and menacing countless riparian owners,
the Court moved unhesitatingly to rectify the misleading language that it had used in 1905, and to establish a far wiser course for Nebraska. The initial stance taken by the Court in 1905 represented the
maximum exertion of absolute public control over all waterways in Nebraska that had been meandered,
which was a truly extreme and unjustified position, given the diminished condition of most Nebraska
rivers, and in view of the fact that meander lines were never established with any intention to either depict or control the navigability status of any given body of water. In moving away from that position,
the Court found that both justice and practicality would be better served by simply mandating that the
public right of navigation moves with any river whenever the river relocates itself in any manner, concluding that the best policy for Nebraska is one which dictates that the disappearance of a river from
any specific location vacates all public rights in that location. The common law, which predates all
statutory law, controls in the absence of any statute expressly abrogating it, the Court acknowledged, so
the common law applicable to riparian property was, as is very often the case, seen by the Court as a
source of primary guidance. The Court recognized that only the United States Supreme Court controls
the true definition of navigability, which is to be uniformly applied nationwide, but the Court ultimately became convinced that the wisest option for Nebraska was to simply eliminate navigability
from the equation, for purposes of the determination of title and ownership of submerged land. Speaking with reference to the historical treatment of navigability, and citing the confusion that had gripped
the Court itself just one year earlier, the Court clearly defined exactly what navigability would represent in Nebraska henceforward:
“... much confusion has resulted, partly from a mistaken idea as to what the Supreme Court of the United
States has decided ... partly from an idea that meander lines in maps of original surveys limited and
bounded the estate of the riparian owner by the bank of the stream, and partly from a mistaken idea of ...
navigability ... under the common law of England ... all fresh water rivers, above the ebb and flow of the
tide, whether navigable or non-navigable ... formed the boundary between adjoining proprietors ... the
public ... have an easement therein, or a right of passage ... the United States Supreme Court however
have settled that the meander line along the bank of a navigable river is not a monument of title or boundary line, but merely marks the place where the water flowed ... whatever right or title the United States
had to the bed of such navigable streams passed to the state ... local law of each state determines the question whether the bed of such streams belongs to the state or to the riparian owner ... the common law with
reference to riparian ownership in navigable streams is not inconsistent with the Constitution of the
United States, nor with the organic law of this state ... the only remaining question then, is whether or not
the common law rule is applicable to ... the Missouri River ... the river has, in this case, cut across the
neck of a peninsula, entirely abandoned it's old bed, and left the former peninsula ... physically dissevered
from the state of Nebraska ... the state of Nebraska has never asserted any title or dominion over the abandoned river bed, but has left the riparian owners in full dominion and control ... the common law is applicable to the conditions along the Missouri River ... this administrative construction of the law by the state
authorities, extending over so many years, is entitled to great if not controlling weight ... we see nothing
in this doctrine which in any wise impairs or interferes with the public right of navigation ... the Missouri
River ... may again become a channel of communication and intercourse ... the public retains it's easement
of the right of passage along and over the waters of the river as a public highway. This is the interest of
the public in connection with such rivers, which is paramount, and which is, and should be, protected ...
the public right attaches to the waters of the new channel ... the public then has lost nothing by the change
of channel ... the bed belongs to the neighbors on each side ... the common law ... is applicable in Ne(Continued on page 14)
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(Continued from page 13)
braska ... therefore the plaintiff is the owner of the property in controversy.”

The opinion of the Court quoted in part above, written by Justice Letton, perhaps the greatest
composer of judicial opinions ever to grace the Court, was a tour de force, which came when it was
needed most, effectively steering Nebraska in a wisely chosen direction, and thereby sweeping away
the unconstitutional position, based on a misunderstanding of meander lines, that had been set forth by
the Court just the year before. The Court recognized the right of all owners of riparian lands to maintain that they hold title extending to the center of the monument marking their boundary, which is the
river itself, and the Court decided to honor that right of ownership to the maximum extent, deeming it
to be applicable even to such bodies of water as may be genuinely navigable under any standard that
may be used for the determination of navigability. Under this decision, all debate over the means by
which navigability is to be determined, which has been a source of great discord in many other states,
became irrelevant in Nebraska, as the Court hereby completely detached navigability from land ownership. Thus the Court took the position that all patents and grants of riparian land in Nebraska carry title
to the center of any bodies of water forming any boundaries thereof, and Nebraska will assert no ownership of any land based upon submergence. In effect, the Court ruled that any and all submerged lands
beneath navigable waters, which had been constitutionally bestowed upon Nebraska, had been allowed
by Nebraska to pass to each riparian patentee, in proportional part, with every conveyance of riparian
land, Nebraska retaining only an easement over such lands for purposes of navigation. This position
taken by the Court effectively estopped Nebraska from ever maintaining that the state actually owns the
beds of any abandoned river channels in fee, as a result of the failure of any state authorities or officials
to ever make such an assertion, which the Court realized would be highly unjust to riparian land owners like Kinkead, particularly where any such riparian land owner had invested in improving their
lands. Noting that no legislation had ever been enacted in Nebraska to support any claim of riverbed
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ownership by the state, the Court poignantly observed that if Nebraska were ever going to set forth
such a claim it would have done so in the locality in which Kinkead's land was situated, because that
area had become physically connected to South Dakota, yet as 3 decades passed Nebraska had taken no
action to inform South Dakota that Nebraska claimed any land north of the relocated river. Nonetheless, the potential impact of this ruling upon the public land rights of the people of Nebraska did not
escape the Court, and that aspect of this decision was wisely counterbalanced by the Court's declaration
of the existence of a navigability easement in favor of the public, applicable to the Missouri and all
other such useful waters in Nebraska.
Justice Letton was both a brilliant scholar and a true visionary, who foresaw the taming of the
Missouri River, followed by the creation of a modern highway of commerce thereupon, and his presence on the Court during the first decades of the new century heralded the arrival of a new era of modern justice, paralleling the closing of the frontier. He possessed both the erudition and the wisdom to
move jurisprudence in Nebraska to the next level, and in evaluating the navigability question that was
placed before him on this occasion he very logically determined that the easement concept represented
the ideal solution, with which to address the critically important issue of title to submerged land in Nebraska. In many other states, fee ownership of submerged lands has proven to be a source of ceaseless
conflict, over which bodies of water are truly navigable, over precisely where the boundaries along the
margins of such waterways are located, and over which areas are still owned by the state whenever a
river moves, but Nebraska was freed from all such disputes, by the powerful intellect and wisdom of
Justice Letton. Thus today, there are no navigable waters for fee title purposes in Nebraska, all Nebraska waters are regarded as being non-navigable for purposes of land ownership, however useful they
may be. In addition, meander lines are not boundaries in Nebraska, nor are they indicative of navigability, moreover the fact that the Missouri River is truly navigable for commercial purposes has no impact
whatsoever upon land ownership, because the presence of navigability creates only a public easement,
for the benefit of all Nebraskans. The carefully chosen words of the Court made it clear however, that
even though it had staunchly protected the title of all private riparian land owners to all submerged
beds, the Court had not neglected the rights of the public to travel all navigable waterways as free and
open highways, declaring the public navigation easement hereby judicially mandated to be
"paramount" in importance. In the closing portion of Justice Letton's treatise he observed that the usefulness of the Missouri River as an avenue of commerce had greatly diminished, with the advent of rail
and automotive travel, since people were no longer forced to risk their lives on the treacherous river,
but he also envisioned human control over the river with the rise of technology, and his vision was destined to be fulfilled by the United States Army Corps of Engineers later in the young century. With the
future in mind, he decided that a permanent navigation easement constituted the best way to serve the
needs of all Nebraskans, both individually as land owners along the Missouri, and collectively as travelers and consumers of goods, so here he set in place the legal foundation for all future public use of
that great river. The initial mishandling of the navigability issue had been an embarrassment for the
Court, but it had ultimately come down strongly on the side of private land rights, showing the strength
of it's commitment to fully protect the land rights of all PLSS entrymen, while also doing whatever was
necessary to preserve the historically honored public right-of-way along the corridor formed by the
rampant and reckless Missouri.
This article represents a portion of a book written in 2013 for professional land surveyors, the complete book is available from the Nebraska State Historical Society Library or free of charge upon request directly from the author (bportwood@mindspring.com).
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Historic Maps of Nebraska
South Platte Annexation
By Sandy Maillie
When the Nebraska Territory was created by the Nebraska-Kansas Act in 1854, the territory was about 5 times
the size it is now with a few towns along the Missouri River. Soon after the passage of the Nebraska-Kansas
Act, the bitter rivalry of the location of the Territorial capital started between the towns located North or South
of the Platte River. This rivalry became a very dominant issue in politics in the territory and was one of the main
reasons that the people living South of the Platte River tried to have Kansas Territory annex this area to their
territory.
The Nebraska-Kansas Act permitted the governor to choose the location of the meeting place for the first territory legislature. The first governor, Francis Burt, arrived in Nebraska Territory in October, 1854, in ill health
and shortly thereafter dead before he could name a location for the capital. Before his death, he seemed to be
favoring Bellevue over Omaha. After his death, Thomas Cuming, the Territory Secretary, as acting governor,
split the area into 8 counties – 4 North of and 4 South of the Platte River and ordered a census of the population
for the election of a legislature. Even though the census showed there were more people living South of the
Platte River, there was more influence coming from Omaha, so Cuming announced that Omaha would be the
first location of the territory capital with the first session of the territory legislature starting in January 1855. In
February 1855, the territory legislature approved Omaha as the location of the capital of the territory, but this
location was never secure with many attempts by the removalists or anti-Omahans (most of these supporters
lived South of the Platte River) to move it South of the Platte River.
The first attempt to move the capital came during the 2nd legislature session in early 1856. The removalists
tried to pass a bill through the territory legislature to move the capital to Chester, located “somewhere on the Salt
Creek”. Chester didn’t exist and was only a town on paper, so it did not pass through the territory legislature.
The second attempt came in the 3rd session of the territory legislature. They passed the bill to remove the capital
to Douglas City in Lancaster County. By this time there had been 6 more counties added, which caused Omaha
to lessen their voting power, and this gave the removalists the majority in both the council and the House of
Representatives. The removal bill was vetoed by the second Territorial Governor Mark Izard because while he

Part of a map of the Nebraska Territory around 1854, showing the southern portion of the Nebraska Territory that the removalists wanted to have annexed to Kansas Territory. They wanted to annex all the land
lying South of the Platte River to its split into the North & South Platte Rivers and to the South and East of
the South Platte River. Map courtesy of the Nebraska State Historical Society.
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was also influenced by the Omahans, the Nebraska-Kansas Act forbid this saying that the location had to be
agreed upon by both the territory legislature and the governor and passed by a popular vote by the general population. By the 4th territory legislature session, tensions were so great that there ended up being fighting between
the legislature members while discussing the location of the territory capital. This got so bad that the majority of
both the council and the house moved to Florence (then its own town) to continue the session. While this was
going on, the next Territorial Governor, William A. Richardson, arrived. The Florence branch of the territory
legislature passed a bill to remove the capital to another paper town – this one named Neapolis, located in Saunders County near where Cedar Bluffs is now at, on the South side of Platte River. Governor Richardson refused
to recognize the members in Florence since that was not the seat of government, so he did not sign any of their
bills.
By now the people of the South Platte region were so fed up with the North Platte region that there was talk of
splitting off the area south of the Platte River and annexing it to Kansas. Their reasons were: that the Platte
River was a natural boundary (split the scattered towns into two sections since it was nearly impossible to ford
or ferry most of the year, the settlers did not have the money to build a bridge across it, and it presented an obstacle to communication between the two sections), the bitter sectional feud, and the political favoritism shown to
the North Platte region by the national government for money received for improvements such as roads. In early
1858, this annexation movement, which was spearheaded in Nebraska City, started holding mass meetings and
creating a series of petitions and resolutions to annex the area in Nebraska Territory south of the Platte & South
Platte Rivers to Kansas Territory. This rising tide of sentiment spilled over into Kansas Territory where a resolution was introduced into the Kansas legislature asking for them to annex the South Platte region to Kansas.
This resolution never passed the legislature – most of the opposition seamed to center in Southern Kansas. The
people in Southern Kansas saw the annexation of Southern Nebraska as a threat their own capital aspirations and
it would be unfair to Northern Nebraska. Soon after both the Kansas and Nebraska delegates to Congress petitioned Congress with a resolution asking for annexation of the South Platte region of Nebraska to Kansas. Congress debated both sides of the issue (the main reasons for and against was the population, the wealth of the natural resources located in the South Platte region, the proposed building of the Pacific railroad, and the effectiveness of communication across the river). The bill was never brought out of the Committee on Territories – the
direct appeal to Congress had failed.
This did not kill the annexation movement – they tried again in 1859. This time, they received an invitation to
send representatives to Wyandotte, Kansas, for the Kansas Constitution Convention in July 1859. The delegates
were allowed to speak on the issues of the annexation. Their reasons for the annexation were many of the same:
impassability of the Platte River making it a natural boundary, the capital controversy, vast amounts of natural
and territorial funds spent in the North Platte region while very little was spent south of the Platte River, wealth
of the natural resources like coal and salt in the South Platte region, and the possible Pacific railroad routes (the
annexation was thought to have weakened Omaha’s position). The reasons for opposition of the annexation
were: that it would not advance the commercial & railroad interests in Kansas, it would not be fair to Northern
Nebraska, and it would not guarantee early statehood for Kansas since it could upset the balance between free
and slave states. During the debates, it became clear that the Kansans were not in favor of annexing the South
Platte region to Kansas – much of the agitation was caused by partisan politics –even though the annexation
movement was non-partisan in nature. Nebraska delegates were unable to convince the Kansas convention of
the sincerity of their motives. The Wyandotte constitution was voted on by the convention with the Northern
boundary set at the 40th parallel, thus ending the annexation movement.
The controversy over the location of the territorial capital in Nebraska Territory started soon after the passage
of the Nebraska-Kansas Act of 1854. This controversy lead to many attempts to move the capital over the next
few years. The people living south of the Platte and South Platte Rivers to tried to get their region annexed into
Kansas. If this had happened, the state of Nebraska would have looked quite different than it does today.
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2018 Winter Convention
February 8-9, 2018
Holiday Inn & Convention Center
Kearney, Nebraska
Hosts: Trenton Snow & Jeremy Feusner

2019 Winter Convention
Host: John Berry
York, Nebraska
2019 Summer Seminar
Host: looking for a volunteer

2018 Summer Seminar
Host: Matt Tinkham
Omaha, Nebraska
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Support PSAN Sustaining Members
A&D Technical Supply
4320 S. 89th Street
Omaha, NE 68127
Phone:402-592-4950 or 800-228-2753 (Omaha)
Phone: 402-474-5454 or 855-780-7977 (Lincoln)
Website: www.ADTechsupply.com
Berntsen Int., Inc.
5418 Monument Lane, P.O. Box 8670
Madison, WI 53708-8670
Phone: 800-518-0934
Website: www.berntsen.com
Carlson Software
102 W. 2nd Street
Maysville, KY 41056
Phone: 800-989-5028 or 606-564-5028
Website: www.carlsonsw.com
GeoMax US
2202 Redmond Road
Jacksonville, AR 72076
Phone: 501-983-2023 or 800-643-9696
Website: www.geomax-positioning.com
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Klein Survey Systems
1211 N. 10th Street
Lincoln, NE 68508-1126
Phone: 800-822-2711
Seiler Instrument
3433 Tree Court Industrial Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63122
6522 So. 118th Street
Omaha, NE 68137
Phone: 402-651-9735
E-mail: solutions@seilerinst.com
Terrametrix LLC
4852 S. 133rd Street, Ste. 105
Omaha, NE 68137
Phone: 402-618-1099
Transit Works
6000 S. 58th Street, Ste A
Lincoln, NE 68516
Phone: 402-421-6100
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All correspondence to:
Professional Surveyors Association of Nebraska
813 Marian Rose Ave.
Herman, NE 68029-4055
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